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"What's Your Opinion?"

Students See Growing Drug Problem
By MIKE BRANDON
. Weer & Times Writer
Thep asy that they are trying
to find something.
Some say they are trying to
learn about the world through
experimenting with drugs.
And there are those who say
they are trying to discover their
"real selves."
Nobody will ever really
discover the real reason.
Maybe they are just trying to
conform to a liberated society.
But whatever the reason, they
are becoming a part of a
growing social problem that
will eventually cost the
American taxpayer millions of

drug
build
to
collars
rehabilitation centers.
Some might say that it can't
happen in a town the size of
Murray.
But those people, like the ones
who are experimenting with
drugs, are simply refusing to
face reality.
It is happening in Murray.
Any member of the Calloway
County Drug Council can tell
you that.
And four students, two from
Murray High and two from
Calloway County High, told this
reporter the same thing; that
there is a growing drug problem:a
in the county.

Four youths, picked at random by this reporter, were
asked if they thought there was
a drug problem in Murray, and
If so, how serious was the
problem.
Bo McDougal, who lives at
1006 Payne and will be a sophmore at MurrayHigh, said that
a problem at Murray High is
Just beginning.
"You go to a locker and see
someone take something out of
a bottle," McDougal said.
McDougal also said he
thought some students smoked
marijuana in the restrooms.
"It's just a certain few people

who are doing it at Murray
High."
When asked what he thought
was the most abused drug in the
high school, McDougal said that
students used marijuana more
than anything else.
McDougal said that the
problem at Murray State was
also growing.
''At the university concern,
as soon as the lights go oak
everyone lights up," McDoupa
said.
Ricky Garland of 1651
Calloway and a senior at
(See Opinion, Page lei

Seen&Heard Winners Announced In
Around
Open Horse Show At Fair
MPrray
Since we have already been
told that Indiana is not the
,Buckeye state ( which we knew
all along, but just had a temporary mental block) we will
now print the following.

The third annual open horse Hathcock, Reidland; Renne
Gordon,
show was held at the Murray- Barley, Reidland, Amy
Calloway County Fair last night Trenton, Tenn.; Leslie Atkins,
with competition in nine Murray.
Fox Trot—Don Barley,
classes
Tonight's festivities include a Reidland; Jimmy Hathcock,
Wilson,
Earl
tractor pulling contest and the Reidland;
giveaway of a 1973 Datsun Murray; Tom Bell, Murray;
U. Larch, Advance, Mo.
automobile.
The winners of the classes, Fast Racking—Gene Rickfirst through fifth place, are as man, Murray; Bud Manning,
Hazel, Earl Wallace, Dover;
follows:
Halter Class—Gail Jamison, Carl Berry, Dover; John Canup,
Gruder, Hardin.
Ron
Paducah;
Hopkinsville; Norman Windt, Barrel Race—Danny Kingins,
Harris, Marion;
Paducah; Ed Roberts, Murray; -Murray; Jerry
Marion Arnold, Greenfield, J.B. Hickerson, Frog Jump;
Barry, Cross Plains;
Posy Plalsare—J-intine Barnhill, Hamm
Thompson, Rsidland; Leslie " Pleasure Saddle Hors! —Ed
Roberts, Murray; Paul Berry,

11 II II IiicARstiN

Rev. Johnson Will
Be Revival Speaker
Revival services will be he*
at the North Pleasant Grote
Presbyterian
Cumberland
Church starting Monday, July
23, and continuing througlek
Saturday, July 26.
Rev. Scott Johnson of
Memphis, Tenn., will be the
speaker for the services each
evening at 7:30.
Leland Peeler will direct the
song service and Mrs Merritt
Lawson will be the pianist
The pastor, Rev W Fdd
Glover, invites the public to
attend.

Dear Editor: "We appreciate
the clever device you developed
for remembering the name of
the Buckeye tree. But what
nemonic trick to you now
recommend for recalling the
name of the ever-popular
Hoosier tree Ex-Ohian. Thank
you sir, however we must first
say that you sent us to the
dictionary. That is a new word
for us and we appreciate your
Alin
Murray;
'Jan
--D°ver
'
d; Tony
Mayfiel
, Halt,
McClain
erudition. Now, to the problem
Paducah.
at hand. We would probably
Pole Bending --lila-Key
approach it thusly. We would
Dyersburg, Tenn.; Keith
Jones,
probably think to ourselves
y
The Southern Harmon
"whose tree is this?" Then Singers will present a concert of Walker, Clarksville, Tenn.;
immediately we would think of music and song at the Kenlake Jerry Harris, Marion, Jenny
Hoosier. See? It is just that Amphitheatre on Sunday, July Weatherspoon, Gibson, Tenn.;
Eddie Hicks, East Prairie, Mo.
simple. Now please don't ask us 22, at 7:30 p.m.
Pleasure—Danny
Western
who's on first... or is it third?
This group will present a
e; Kay I3azzell,
Nashvill
Hicks,
that
song
concert of music and
Grover,
Gary
nce;
Provide
Now we have it. Both Indiana dates
the
to
back
and Hoosier have an "i" in Shakespearean era. They were Hopkinsville; Don Hicks,
Bailey,
Larry
them, therefore Ohio can be invited to perform at the Milan;
nothing but the Buckeye state National Folklife Culture Hopitinsville.
Speed Race—Phillip Crocker,
since neither of them have an Festival in Washington, D.C.,
Tenn.; Danny Barry,
Milan,
Institute
ian
for the Smithson
Plains; J.B. Hickerson,
Cross
earlier this month.
Frog Jump; Harold Bradley,
That's what you call
The concert is open to the
if
on
East Prairie, Mo.; Johnny
remembering by associati
on
admissi
public without
Batton, Reidland.
my Dale Carnegie course is charge.
recalled correctly.

West Murray Plans
For Bible School

be the second largest in the world was used to piece seven
HELICOPTER LIFTS UNITS—A huge helicopter skycrane,reported to
Friday. The air conditioning units weighed 8,2118 pounds each
air conditioning-beating units on the roof of the new Fisher-Price plant
ors of South Fulton is the sub-contractor in charge et the
Contract
al
Mechanic
Jones
Stanley
tons.
60
of
and have a cooling capacity
(Staff Phto By Mike Brandon)
Pa.
,
Perkasie
Service,
er
project. The helicopter is from Carson Helicopt

female Hijacker Reported Dead;
Three Continue to Hold Airliner

Senior Citizens
Have Minibus

The Senior Citizens of Murray
The West Murray Church of
and Calloway County now have
Christ will hold their annual
a minibus for use, according to
Amsterdam beginning Friday. directors of the organization.
Vacation Bible School from
Boeing
Lines
Air
Japan
hiThe
female
—
A
DUBAI ( AP)
An official of the airline in
Monday. .July 23. through
This bus was financed
jacker was reported dead, but. 747. landed today in Dubai, an London said the grenade went
day, July 27.
the federal government
through
least three men continued to Arab sheikdom on the Persian off as the terrorists took over
Classes for all ages will be at
and also $350 each from
$3626,
of
armed
by
ringed
was
pasand
its
and
Gulf.
jet
a jumbo
30 minutes after the Bank of Murray, Peoples
plane
the
held at 7:30 p.m. each evening, hold
sun.
hot
the
in
sat
it
,
as
Bobby sengers hostage this morning police
to
takeoff on a flight for Tokyo.
according
Bank of Murray, Ky., and
An official spokesman said the
said.
A purser, Yoahihira Miya- Federal Savings and Loan. Top" —
Witherington. minister of the Police
terrorists' first demands were
shita, 27, was injured by the offiCials from each local
church.
for "250 sandwiches and ice."
tranneeding
blast while serving champagne financial firm are Joe Dick, H.
Persons
rete
immedia
There was no
passengers, but his condition Glenn Doran, and Bruce
to
sportation may call 753-3800 or,,,
quest for refueling or ransom.
not believed serious.
was
753-8062, a church spokesman
Thomas.
Rashid,
bin
d
Mohame
Sheik
London office said one
JAI,'s
said. The church is located at
Hall McCuiston, member of
United
the
minister of
defense
*
terrorists the Senior Citizens Advisory
Doran Road and Holiday [wive..
, went on board of the three male
Emirates
Arab
Indian Summer day camps
"might be, a Japanese. but Board, was responsible for
to negotiate. but there were no
FREE PUPPIES
will be held at the various
we're not sure. Earlier reports obtaining the donation and
reportPolice
apparent results.
Four puppies, one male and schools in Murray and Calloway
that they were mem- purchasing the bus.
indicated
ed that the hijackers said they
three females,seven weeks old, County starting Tuesday, July
of the "Sekignn" or Red
bers
This bus is for the use of
ons"
instructi
iting
-awa
were
Japanese Senior Citizens of Murray and
fanatical
a
used to young children, are free 24, and ending on Thursday,
Army,
when
n
indicatio
but gave no
to persons for pets. See at 1302 August 2.
leftist organization.
Calloway County. In the
might come.
Ed Rudolph, summer work- they
South 16th Street or call 753-5995
Dubai police reported that feature, a schedule of time for
body of a woman hijackThe
for information
study student for the Calloway
the hijackers claimed to be transportation will be aner, who apparently was killed
County Extension Office in 4-H,
Ecuadorian nationals, but offi- nounced.
was
by her own hand grenade,
is directing members of the
cers said all negotiations were
Transportation by bus is
shortly
plane
the
off
carried
Well, now on to less serious
Arabic. During available to all activities of the
in
d
Beta, Clean Teens, FTA, and 4conducte
passen123
with
after it arrived
matters such as whether to peel
H Teen Clubs in the camps for
the flight over Europe. the hi- Senior Citizens by calling 753gers and a crew of 22 after a
tomatoes or not. There are two
children in grades three
0929, office number, or 753-9041
(See Hijack, Page le)
from
flight
hour
nine-mile,
3,000
schools of thought on this issue.
through eight at the various
There are those who say the
-schools.
peeling of the tomato is just
The camp will be held from
packced with vitamins and
1:30 to six p.m. on the day
other wondrous things and there
designated for the various
are those who say no matter
communities.
what they are packed with, they
Schools and their various
must go.
leaders are as follows:
New Concord, July 24, Judy
Personally we belong to the
Kimbro and Linda Avery.
peeling school, that is, the
Faxon, July 25, Pam
peelings must go. But, just to
Robertson and Mary Beth Hays.
show the inconsistency of
Almo, July 26, Karen Haley
mankind,if the peelings are still
and Patsy Burkeen.
on the alices,are will eat them
Kirksey, July 27, Diane
with relish. Or even without.
Rhodes and Gale Broach.
Murray Middle, July 23, Steve
Which reminds us of the
Howard and Donna Heathcott.
Lynn Grove, July 31, Amanda
See Seen & Heard, Page 111)
Hoke and Paula Foy.
Haiti, August 1, Krista Erwin
and Andy Coles.
a federal grant and
Persons interested in atOFFICIALS of local firms stand by the minibus recently obtained through
some of
RECOVER STOLEN PROPERTY—Murray Police Chief James Brown (right) examines
left to right, are Bruce
here,
Sriown
Citizens.
the
Senior
County
contact
Calloway
to
Murraythe
asked
for
are
s
donation
nk tendingtit stolen property lug ems Wm in le separate break-las by a 14-year old juvenile. Pokoema
the Thomas, vice-president and manager of the Federal Savings and Loan. H. Glenn Doran, chief
Party cloudy and warm Roses MON fkill-spiaargesstala Kelly (center)ended the pores& daring off duq_ Extension office ar one of
Ky.. and Joe Dick,
Indere ler ihsii-community, executive officer and chairman of the board of the Peoples Bank of Murray,
today antrtornorrOw with a 20
of the stolen Lrmiertybelonged to churchesis the city.
by David Hill
Photo
Staff
Murray.
of
Rank
afte
the
dof
Id
I
chance—
cant
Eddea
pre0ident
- - _par_
Mean Photo by Mike Brandonhowers.
and evening thunders

Harmony Singers To
-_„—Powers,
Be, Amphitheatre

ian Summer
mp Planned

--t
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Judicial Restraint
The Brooklyn lady blithely deducted $3,505 in
"medical expenses" on her Form 1040.
The Internal Revenue Service wasn't convinced.
The case came to tax court, and, lo, there wasn't a
single receiptetl hospital bill or doctor's bill or
Cancelled check or anything to back up the
deduction.
Undaunted, the lady claimed she spent the money
"caring for myself." Equally undaunted, the tax
court judge found for the IRS and then, addressing
,41i-e— Plaltitiff, - commended—her upon her."sett--4---+
reliance."
That's what's known as "judicial restraint."—
Jacksonville Fla.)(
Florida Times-Union.

Miss Virginia Haley of Memphis, Tenn., died
. yesterday. She was formerly of Murray.
Danny Kemp with a singing trio took first place
honors in the talent contest at the Murray-Calloway
County Fair.
Cadets William R. Kopperud, Gary W. Beshear,
Steve C. Foust, Vernon Shaw Stubblefield, Stanley
N. Parker, and James R. Jackson completed six
weeks of training at the Reserve Officers Summer
Training Camp at Fort Bragg, N.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love will attend the National
Photographers convention at Dallas. Texas, next
• week.
;-

-- 20 Years Ago Today
Ji's. Nannie Nelson of Camden, Tenn., died July
She was the sister of Pere'y Jones and Mrs. Ruth
• Brewer of Murray.
Forty-three persons signed membership cards for
t'the Murray Country Club. Temporary officers are
• Jack W. Frost. Sr., George Hart and Alfred Lindsey.
.141 Births reported at the Murray Hospital during
the period of July 17-20 include a girl to Mr. and
Damon Neal Carson.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Blakely were honored with a
7
dinner celebration of their 75th and 71st birthdays at
the City Park on Sunday.
1.•

4-14rs.

;30YearsA9oThisWeek
Pvt. Talmadge Lovett, son -9(11fr and Mrs Fred
. Lovett, died in North Africa on July 6, while serving
,i,..
;,-- with the Army.
Other deaths reported this week are Mrs. Bettie
Alton, age 67, C.H. Miller,age 71, John Ed Whit, age
52, and Dr. A.H. Ellis of Providence.'
- • Forty-four Calloway men, plus a number of
transfers from other boards,will leave July n,for
- -Evansville, Ind., for their examinations, for the
f: Armed Services.
r
i.. More than $20,000 worth of green wrapped
i'. tomatoes have already been shipped out of Murray,
;- W.H. Brooks, president of the Calltiiiiy County
,/
: Vegetable Growers Association, said yesterday at
- noon.
•
r. Miss Mena Katherine Monckton of Australia and
1'Cpl. Edward E. Fitts of Hazel Route Two were
. married June 9, in Australia.
•
,. The public swimming pool next to Murray Con' • sumers
Ice Plant is now open daily.
, ,..
.
.

:Bible Thoughtfor Today
.
. Therefore, as ye
in everything, in faith,
.
. and utterance, and knowledge, and in

1

abound

all diligence,
and in your love .to us, see that ye abotnyl in this
, grace also.—II Corinthians 8:7.

The Christian is expected to add one goodness
upon another.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

"What can I do to help?"
President Nixon has appealed
to the American public for
voluntary measures to reduce
anticipated consumption of
energy resources nationwide by
5 per cent over the next 12
months. Although much of the
campaign will center on
reduced use of gasoline, home
power use is another area
where the individual consumer
can help, according to TVA.
Barring
unexpected
developments, there are no
immediate prospects of power
shortages in the Tennessee
Valley region, TVA says. But
power supplies are shared over
large areas of the country, and
consumer efforts to avoid any
unnecessary use of electricity
can help avoid power supply
problems particularly during
the peak demand periods of
summer heat and winter cold.
To help save on electric bills
as well as to conserve energy,
TVA and this region's local
electric systems have been
conducting an information
campaign for consumers in
recent years on making more
ent use of electricity. A
booklet, "Ways to Use Electricity Efficiently," is available
on request from the TVA Information Office in Knoxville
and from
local
power
distributors.
Most local power systems in
the TVA area offer help to
customers in such fields as
planning effective insulation,
selecting efficient air conditioning units, and location of
hot water heaters. Heating, air
conditioning, and major appliances offer the greatest
opportunities for savings in
power use.
In many cases winter heating
can be turned down a few
degrees for significant energy
savings without any serious
sacrifice in comfort. A heating
system uses about 3 per cent
more energy for every degree
the thermostat is raised over 70
degrees, TVA says.
Likewise, you can save
energy in summer air conditioning use by setting the
thermostat for less cooling than
usual. An attic fan to remove
hot air from the attic will also
reduce the air conditioning
energy load significantly, and
window air conditioners should
be shielded from direct
sunlight.
Likewise, you can save
energy in summer air conditioning use by setting the
thermostat for less coiling than
usual. An attic fan to remove
hot air from the attic will also
reduce the air conditioning
energy load significantly, and
window air conditioners should
be shielded from direct
sunlight.
Year-round energy savings
result from closing off seldomused rooms, turning off unnecessary lights, and keeping
outside doors and windows
closed.
Energy consumption in water
heating systems can be reduced
by washing only full loads in
clothes washers and dishwashers, keeping faucets
tightly closed and in good
repair, and avoiding wasteful -

use of hot water (a shower
normally takes less water than
a tub bath).
In electric cooking efficiency
can be increased by using
correct temperatures for each
'kind of food, putting different
foods with compatible cooking
temperatures into the oven at
the same time, and using the
right utensils for each cooking
unit. Defrosting freezers at
least twice a year and cleaning
the condensers of refrigeratorfreezers twice a year also saves
on power requirements.
Other energy-saving tips
include regular cleaning of
heating and cooling system
filters, closing draperies to help
keep heat inside in cold weather
and outside in summer,
weatherstripping outside doors
and caulking windows, and
keeping fireplace dampers
closed when not in use.

-Plato
in "Pnliticus"

Open 1:3O Start Dusk

TONITE thru TUE.

MEMBERS OF
twentieth year reu
Frank Poole, Russe
Nashville, Tenn.,
Mich., Hugh Eddie
Poole, Mrs. Russel
Dyer (Patsy Rowla

In reference to Wednesday's' old 641 was taken into the city and hummed about the turn of
edition of the Ledger and Times and as of Thursday street lights the century. It very well sums
the headline article "Opposition were not installed in that area. up my foregoing conclusions
to Annexation of Area is
seemingly solves a
You often wonder why or how and
Voiced".
independence was signed as a problem that, to at least one
One basic fact about the security for the people since we interested citizen of Murray
article that some 40 citizens at the present day can not speak who, at 81 years of age, is inopposed the annexation at the for our voices to be hear and terested in Murray State
beginning of the meeting and observed. It is no longer for the University becoming an even
the same 40 were still opposed people, by the people.
better place to educate our
at the close of the meeting. The
Will the voices of the opposed coming generations. The song
three undecided at the begin- by heard?
to which I refer, was titled:
ning were in favor of the
Sincerely, "Why food around with Calico,
proposed area at the close of the
Mrs. Mary E. Riley When you have Pure Silk at
meeting. As I recall, one of
Route Two Home?"
those who favored annexation,
Dennis M. Corwin
Murray, Kentucky
his business will not be included
Resident & Interested
Dear Editor;
in the liminations.
Citizen
I write as an interested
Why would a city wish to
Murray, Calloway County,
prospose and act upon an im- citizen, having chosen Murray
Ky.
portant matter as this an- as my final retirement site
nexation then hold a. sailllic some eight years ago.
I have enjoyed these past
hearing to iet the voices be
heard, and then make a decision eight years as a Murray
of annexation becuase three in resident and share with pride
number overrule forty. This the many accomplishments that
reminds me of taxation without have promoted Murray to the
When Mrs. Paula Giese of
progressive image it enjoys as
representation.
Minneapolis gave permission
It is my opinion the set-vices well as any citizen who has had
to photograph her house, she
provided by the water, gas and the fortune to call this comthought
it was going to be
electric systems are to service munity their home for their
CINEMAS
used in a documentary, not in
the people and provide the best entire life span.
the opening scenes of the
I commend the leaders of this
and cheapest services since
Mary Tyler Moore Show.
these companies are not area who have contributed their
Because she was tired of
developed to show a profit. All time and talents to develop the
sightseers littering her yard,
citizens were warned of gas many &tributes that contribute
Mrs. Giese made the house
shortageirliii- some time and to Murrays success story with
unattractive by putting chairs
apparently all did their best to the State University being
on the roof, tying red balloons
save gas. Now since that time I possibly the greatest single to the shrubs and putting out
understand if the citizen does credit to this community.
'`Impeach Nixon" signs when
With the above in mind and
not use over the quota, the city
a carnt.ra crew returned to
is entitled to a refund. In fact with the current necessity to fill take more pictures. Now
one year ago this same city the President's chair with a she's getting hate mail. —
made a verbal commitment to new President, I am prompted CNS
offer gas services to one firm to set forth the following: I have
COSTLY STREETS
from Paducah, Kentucky. They been priviledged to know and
According to The Tax Founin turn listed all these'gas ap- have grown to respect one of
dation, Inc., the cost of street
plicances which came from the finest men of my lifetime of
and highway maintenance,
Louisville. These can be ser- business and administrative
administration and research
viced, and now the city will not experience in your County
by state and local governhonor the commitment since the Judge Robert O. Miller. I am of
ments will double from $5.7
city gas manager is no longer the irrevocable opinion that his
billion in 1970 to $11.4 billion in
with the g,as-tiWpany.
abilities and contributions to
1980. — CNS
Due to the fact all the land in this area have been, too often,
this area was purchased and taken for granted and his
paid for solely by the owners, so talents and leadership have,
—Let's all go to
does this entitlyinyone to have quite often, been overlooked;
but
neverthless
expected
of him
the right to tell the people what
* KROGERS for our FREE TICKETS to "Snoopy
is about to happen? The only by those who expect quality
things the city has to offer the leadership without realizing the
Come Home" Show!
people is the headache of paying price that must be paid by those
in
the
position to know him to
funds to the city without any
he Purr lect Zip A Dee
get things done and also have
benefits.
D00 Bah Fun lest'
This annexation means land the desire and ability to get
tam in to use and be zoned as things done.
His identification
with
the city feels they so desire. In
return for the use of the land younger people has been most
opposed property owners enlightening during his time of
would: 1. pay still for water the so called "generation gap."
His eager acceptance of any
hookup only if a developer built
the subdivision, 2. privilege and all challenge of making a
license, 3. city and county taxes, decision is reminiscent of Harry
4. lower insurance and also not S. Truman's famous desk-plack
to mention a 9 per cent tax on which read "The Buck Stops
Insurance, 5. city sticker. This I Here."
• rAflittellatr....1110•4
6.4•Wv %MUMMY
He is, as I understand, the
purchased anyway. I felt they
could put the money in a needed only man being considered for
purpose. 6. have garbage Presidency who is a Murray
pickup whether we desired it or State graduate. It becomes
not, 7. be zoned according to somewhat puzzling to be
zoning committee. Not to reminded this is the 50th AnBring to
mention othersthat the opposed niversary year of Murray State
would be asked to pay or do. Do University and that in those thru Tue., 24th
the Theatre. Winners will be
these benefits outweigh fire Fifty Years that no man who
at 1:00
Open
protection and police protection graduated from those halls has
announced Sunday.
ever been acceptable or allowed
and city street light.
One complete show
to
Kentucky
become the president of
West
Rural
weekday afternoons. 2
Electric services this area and Murray State University.
1st Prize—STUFFED SNOOPY DOG
If we want loyalty from
M this• time no one could
Aft
Sun.
&
Sat
shows
because
students
decrease
and
determine. a
faculty let the
2nd Prize—INSTANT POOL
each individual place would Board of Regents be loyal to a
rteesegraor
31d Prize—GIANT GLIDER
*tenni,* that. West Kentucky
gar:d
rrua
aYte. State tialae44itY---•
LATE-SHOW TON1TE-11:30 p.m.
Rural Electric is ready at the I
_
I -am riow
pre
-Wen
—I time to install street
___________Ath_Prizt-AtiNGIOSS_SEI _
51st
— Rated IWO
1We-i Only -lights If the people are ready year of life and am reminded of
However some four years ago a popular song that was sung
millitiii.*.A.410.41.--7.A.46.6.41
1....A.********
or
^ Amir-4%. Pk"..%t% 74./3..•
.

PETER

"SOLDIER
'
'
4 BLUE*
1&********

CENTRAL

* SKIP THE ROPE!

MATINEES
EVERY DAY

by Carl Riblet, Jr.
Literature through the centuries shows us that
• man has always asked his elders to explain what
, ,man is. The answers have often been profound and
sometimes simple, like the one from a
- knowledgeable wife who defined a, man as a hard
case- of skin,and etines- with two legs for motive
ft_____power_a tricky plufrtbittg system and a mask to hide
his thoughts.
-----‘11115111s-irbtped- without frothrro."--

* Starts August 2
4

KIDS... DRAW AND
COLOR SNOOPY,

i

ammumuliiimmumiamaisinot

United Metho
Women, Cold
Hold Program
The United M
of the Coldwater
regular July mee
church et seven
the evening with
Jones as the progr
"Living and A
was the theme of
The opening prayer
Mrs. Roy Clark
scripture was re
Sherwood Potts.
Mrs. Charles Ti
Gary Haneline inte
early Christian
Titpton and Mrs.
nor intorview‘ni•
Christian.
Presiding in the
the president,
Adams, was Mrs.
who also led the
from the sixth
Matthew. The cl
was by Mrs. Bolas
During the s
refreshments of
cookies were
hostess, Mrs. J
members and two
The next mee
August 6 at 7:30 p

Baptist Worn
Kirksey Hold
The Baptist W
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regular program
Thursday, July
o'clock in the eve
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Miss Fay
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Methods."
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opening prayer
Mrs. Jackie Tr
Others taking
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Trees, and Mrs.
The president,
presided,and Mrs
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The final day at the MurrayCalloway County Fair will include the swine show at eight
a.m., horse and mule pulling at
nine a.m, and the tractor pull at
seven p.m. and the giving away
of the Datsun.

Saturday, July 21
Breakfast will be served at
the Oaks Country Club starting
at 7:30 p.m. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Virginia Jones,
Bernice Wallin, Cheryl Farley,
•
and Joyce Thomas.

Senior Citizens Of
Murray And County
Guests At Paducah

a DI

United Methodist
Women, Coldwater,
Hold Program Meet

Mrs. Hugh Eddie Wilson (Dot Bushart), Mrs. Will D. Thornton, Mrs. Buddie
Martin (Sandra Glasgow), Buddie Martin, Geogia; front row, Bobby Starks, Mrs.
Bobby Starks, Murray, Mrs. Warren Jacobs (Donna Knight), Miami, Fla., Mrs.
Henry Richardson (Mary F. Weatherly), Aurora, Mrs. Tommy Carroll (Billie
('ole), Tommy Carroll, Murray, Mrs. Charles Whitnell, Charles Whltnell,
Mayfield, Douglas Wearren, Louisville.
(Photo by Hunter Love.)

Murray High School Class 1953
Holds Reunion At Holiday Inn

The United Methodist Women
of the Cokiwater Chruch held its
regular July meeting at the
church et seven-thirty o'clock in
the evening with Mrs. Robert
Jones as the program leader.
"Living and Acting In Love"
was the theme of the program.
The opening prayer was led by
Mrs. Roy Clark and the
scripture was read by Mrs.
Sherwood Potts.
Mrs. Charles Tipton and Mrs.
Gary Haneline interviewed an
early Christian while Mrs.
Titpton and Mrs. Arnold Fortner. interviewed -a modern
Christian.
Presiding in the absence of
the president, Mrs. Codie
Adams, was Mrs. Roy Clark
who also led the Bible study
from the sixth chapter of
Matthew. The closing prayer
was by Mrs. Bulas Wilson.
During the social hour
refreshments of punch and
cookies were served by the
hostess, Mrs. Jones, to the ten
members and two visitors.
The next meeting will be held
August 6 at 7:30 p.m.

-Baptist Women Of
Kirksey Hold Meet
The Baptist Women of the
Kirksey Baptist Church held its
regular program meeting on
Thursday. July 5, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
church.
Miss Fay Boggess was the
leader for the program on the
theme, "Evaluating Existing
Methods."
prayer and
The call to
given by
were
prayer
opening
Treas.
Mrs. Jackie
Others taking part were Mrs.
Jim Washer, Mrs. W. A. Erwin,
Mrs. Pete Carlisle, Mrs. Isaiah
Tress, and Mrs. Orland Tubbs.
The president, Mrs. Carlisle,
presided, and Mrs. Loyd Carson
led the closing prayer. Eight
members were present.

Bernard Tabers, Nashville,
led the invocation. Russell
Curd, Murray, former class
gave
treasurer,
special
recognition and presented gifts
to various deserving classmembers present, and also
acknowledged that Hunter
Love, who appeared to
had
photograph the group,
held his won over the past 20
years, whereas some in the
group, had changed somewhat.
Receiving gifts were: Will D.
'Morton, having the least hair,
and the largest family; Mrs.
Warren Jacobs (Donna Fay
Knight), traveling the longest
distance to attend the reunion;
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carroll
(Billie Burke Cole), smallest
•
family; class member with the youngest child was Mr. and
Mrs. Curd, and class member
die
with oldest child was Mrs. Hugh
Eddie Wilson Dorotha Fay
Busltarti.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dyer ( Patsy
Rowland) sent all correspondence pretaining to the reunion
plans, and Mrs. Tommy Carroll
compiled all names and addresses into book-form for each
person present.
Mrs. Henry Richardson
(Mary Frances Weatherly) led
the group in redismbering those
Mrs. Billie Price
Unable to
classmates Whe
attend.
Class members present
agreed that they had such an
enjoyable time, that plans will
be made to hold another reunion
In five years.
been
has
Price
Billie
Mrs.
informed by the Board of
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
of Outstanding
Advisors
Patricia Gail Brame of
Elememtary Teachers of
America that she has veen Kirksey Route One was
named one of Americas Out- dismissed July 11, from the
standing Elementary Teachers Community Hospital, Mayfield.
for the year 1973.
As such, she received an
PADUCAH PATIENT
award and her biography will
Mrs. Charles H. Chaney of
be included in the 1973 edition of Murray has been a patient at
their publications and her ac- Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
copplishments will be listed.
Mrs. Price is the daughter of
VISIT IN DETROIT
Mr. and .rs. William Hall of
Mr. and Mrs. N.G. Towery
Wickliffe and is a teacher at have returned home after a visit
Carter Elementary School. She with their son, Jimmy Towery,
is the wife of William 0. Price, Mrs. Towery, and children,
Jr., and they have two children, Debbie and Jimmy, of Detroit,
Penny and Will.
Mich.

1953
Members of the
graduating class of Murray
High School had a 20-year
reunion Statirday, July 7.
getearly-morning
An
together with families was held
at the City Park. Much picturetaking was enjoyed, and
treated
Carroll
Tommy
children and adults to rides in
his dune-buggy. A picnic lunch
was enjoyed.
A lovely banquet was held at
Holiday Inn at 7:30 p.m. Frank
A. Poole, Murray, vice
president of the class of '53,
acted 'Le Master of ceremonies
in the absence of William T.
Steck!, chine iiressident.

Mrs. Billie Price
Named To Honor

DON'T MISS ...
Virtuoso Accordionist

BRUCE LEE

in CONCERT

July 24-7:30 p.m.
* Classical Music
* Public WNW
* No Charge .* Contemporary Music

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ThwAris Budding—farrel Recital Hal- Broadcasaiif—WRMS-FM - _11111

He's ready to wed
he just needs a girl

The Murray - Calloway
County Senior Citizens were
guests of the Paducah Senior
Citizens on Tuesday, July 10.
On arriving in Paducah, the
group visited City Hall, then
boarded a Padueah bus for the
Red Line Tour. Mrs. Nell
Lawrence, director of Paducah
Senior Citizens, was the guide
for this tour of many of
Paducah's interesting places.
The two groups participated
in singing some old favorite
songs when they arrived at
Pierce-Lackey Center. A
delicious lunch was served at
noon with Dr. and Mrs. Samuel
R. Dodson,formerly of Murray,
as special guests.
Following lunch the Paducah
Senior Citizens presented a very
interesting program consisting
of two humorous skits, followed
by a time of getting better
acquainted.
Murray-Calloway County
persons attending were Nola
Chrisman, Alma Cooper,
Rubena Dawes, Artis Fuqua,
Quint Guier, Olive Hagen, Dolly
Haley, Hllcired Sharpe, Ruby
Harris, Lillian Hicks, Meda
Jackson, Elizabeth James,
Charlie Marr,Sarah Sanderson,
Lucy Tun, Medic Vaughn, W.O.
Vaughn, Carl Miller, Elizabeth
Miller, Ocus Carraway, Amble
Willoughby, Lela Culp, Mary
Lamb, Amy Wilson, Hazel,
Alton, Lola Allbritten, Meme
Mattingly, Sallie Wimberly,
Mable Robertson, Ovie Sue
Galloway, Ruby Barnes, Mina
Waters, Evelyn Hicks, Ivy
Griggs,
Janice
Rogers,
University helper, Thyra
Crawford, and Verona Grogan,
director of Senior Citizens.

Saturday, July 21
entered in the
Children
Summer Reading contest
sponsored by the Calloway
County Public Library should
register all of the books they
have read by today.

West Murray Church of Christ
will hold its Vacation Bible
School at 7:30 each evening
through July 27.
University Church of Christ
will open its Vacation Bible
School at nine a.m. The school
will continue through Friday
from nine to eleven a.m. each
day.
Tuesday, July 24
The WMU Council of the First
Baptist Church will meet at the
church at ten a.m.

"Indian Summer" day camp
Sunday, July 22
for
children, grades three
Homecoming will be held at
eight, will be held at
Mt. Cannel United Methodist through
School from 1:30
Concord
New
as
Perrin
Wayne
Church with
For
information call
p.m.
to
six
speaker. A basket dinner will be
or 436-5366.
served and a gospel singing will 753-1452, 436-2101
the
afternoon.
in
held
be
Murray Quota Club will meet
Shady Grove Baptist Church at the Triangle Inn for the
will have homecoming services program meeting at 12 noon.
on Sunday from ten a.m. to four
Murray TOPS Club will meet
p.m. Song Masters Quartet and
Gospel Airs Quartet will be at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
featured singers.
The Southern Harmony
Singers will present a concert at
the Kenlake Amphitheatre at
7:30 p.m.
Monday, July 23
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McCallon
and sons, Terry and Michael,
will be honored with a shower at
the Lynnn Grove School gym at
eight p.m. Their clothes, linens,
and contents of their house were
destroyed in a fire Monday.
Vacation Bible School for
nursery through adult will be
held at the William Chapel
Church of Christ from two to
four p.m. For transportation
call 4.35-4890.
Monday, July 23
Shuffleboard for senior
citizens will be played at the
Ellis Center frorn 6:30 to eight
p.m.

The Kentucky Mountain
Mission truck will be at the
First United Methodist Church
tu pick up clothing for the
mission.
Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the church at two pin.
'Grades Three through Six of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will make a trip to Kaintuck
Territory.

Senior Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County will meet at
the Ellis Center from ten am,to
two p.m.
The movies, "World of
and
Angler,"
Kentucky
"Traditional Quilts of Kentucky," will be shown for senior
citizens at the Calloway county
Public Library at two p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

1011W

DEAR ABBY: I'll soon be 30 and I want very much to
have
get married [preferably to a nurse or teacherl but I
trouble finding marriageable girls because I don't drink,
smoke, or dance.
repulsively ugly, and I'm a
nu a college graduate, notdoes
a stay-at-home person
how
So
person.
me
stay-at-ho
meet another stay-at-home person?
Pickings are mightly slim—someone else's castoffs [diher
vorcees with kids] or a girl with a face that only
mother could love.
Guys tell me to go to a bar and order a soft drink, but
alone
bars are so noisy you can't hear yourself think, let
someone
with
n
conversatio
a
on
carry
appeal
Mom says go to church, an idea which doesn't
to me much. And computer dating is a 'tad trip."
thru
When I was working I met girls who only made it
gy,
anthropolo
in
interested
was
I
say
I'd
If
school.
high
too."
gardening,
like
I
"Oh,
Like,
they'd say something
If I don't find work by September, I'll go to technical
than
school where the girls will be 10 to 20 years younger
that
think
don't
I
Cher
and
Sonny
are
you
unless
me, and
will work out.
B. B.
suggestions?

4%.

$

Any

DEAR B. B.: Yolueteer work and commenfty-spouswed
AM
o▪ ctal programs attract the kind of girl you want.
don't put down your mother's suggestion "Stay-at-bone"
girls usually go to church.
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for seven months to
a real "he man"—or so I thought until recently
Now I find that he puts himself to sleep by sucking his
- right thumb and rubbing his left earlobe! I have caught
him at this several times and it really bothers me to be
married to a man who has such baby ways.
I haven't said anything to him about it because it's too
embarrassing. Now I'm wondering if maybe I should tell
him I have seen the way he puts himself to sleep and ask
him to please try to get over it.
Abby, this man is 6' 2", loves all kinds of sports, and
he's seen active duty in Viet Nam, so I can't understand it.
How should I handle it?
"BABY'S" WIFE IN ARKANSAS
Is your husband
DEAR WIFE: What possible
doing to himself—or to you—by putting himself to sleep in
this maaarr? Leave him alone, and thank your lucky stars
he doesn't need sleeping pills!
DEAR ABBY When Rudy [he's my husband] was
stationed in Kentucky about 111 years ago he became friendly with another soldier Rudy spent a lot of time at this
buddy's house.
At the time Rudy was 26, and single. To make a long
story short, he had an affair with his buddy's wife. Rudy
says he really didn't care much for her, but she was handy.
I have known about this for a long time and it never
bothered me because my husband hardly ever mentioned it.
Now all of a sudden he. is talking about it a lot and I
find myself becoming very jealous over something that had
absolutely nothing to do with me. I've even had nightmares
about it.
Rudy is 14 years older than me and we have had a
good marriage
Do you think.he kr...v., talking about this affair because
be feels guilty and Vrants to get it off his chest? Could he
be proud of it? Or do you think he just does it to hurt me?
I have never told him how much it bothers me because
I believe he should know that. You can print this. All Rudy
UPSET
reads in the newspaper is the sports section.
DEAR UPSET: It doesn't matter why Rudy talks about
it. but I think you ought to tell him how much it bothers
yaa. Ask hint not to mention-ft again
CONFIDENTML TO -M-M-1144-OREAT 7.14.8; 11110.N• •
. TAN A: it's a great deal der I. tergive an MOMy after
you get even with

MURRAY—CALLOWAY County senior citizens leave the Brooks Bus as they arrive in Paducah for
the special events at the Paducah Senior Citizens Center.
ii e ••00,

its
MEMBERS OF the 1953 graduating class of Murray High School held
twentieth year reunion on Saturday, July 7. Present were, left to right, top row,
Frank Poole, Russel K. Curd, Murray, Donald Dowdy, Dexter, Bernard Tabers,
Nashville, Tenn., Joe Dyer, J.P. Walker, Murray, Eugene Bushart, Maybee,
Mich., Hugh Eddie Wilson, Will D. Thornton, Murray; middle row, Mrs. Frank
Joe
Poole, Mrs. Russel K. Curd, Mn. Donald Dowdy, Mrs. Bernard Tubers, Mrs.
Dyer (Patsy Rowland ), Mrs. J.P. Walker (Frances Rains ), Mrs. Eugene Bushart,

Voter re-registration booth
will be at the fair from seven
sponsored by the Hazel
Woman's Club.

Monday,July 23
The WMU of the Blood Rivet
Baptist Association will meet at
the Altona Baptist Church,
Marshall County, at 9:45 a.m.
Youth from local churches will
present the program

).*

Week to thy Cleaning Spew? I:.
Slacks
Trousers
Plain Skirts
Sweaters

Suits
(2-Piece)

Coats
Dresses
(Plain)

894:p
Maxis, Zip Linings,
Fur Trim, Pleats,
Suedes, extra.

9

Ea.

Big bells, pleats, maxis, suede
_trim extra:.

SHIRTS

red
Launde
Folded or
on Hangers

5 990
for

Al) Week

One HOUR cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center

a.)
Phone 753-90U
Open 7 m. 6 p.m. lionday-Sahirday

(

-
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Wildlife Is Valuable
Why get so worked up over
conservation? Game animals,
birds and fish are all for fun,
aren't they? What real value is
there in wildlife? Besides, there
has always been wildlife, the
animals have been able to take
care of themselves this long,
why do they need help now?
That seems to be the attitude
of a lot of people. Some won't
admit it openly, but when it
comes to paying for wildlife
start
conservation, they
dragging their feet. There are,
of course, very good and very
logical answers to all of those
questions.

•

that benefit from the sportsman's business as he enjoys
his sport. He buys guns, fishing
tackle, sports clothes, gasoline,
meals, rents motel rooms and
dozens of other things. He
therefore contributues to the
overall economy. And in doing
so, he pays sales taxes and
other taxes which are used for
the good of all mankind. Not
much you think? It is difficult to
determine exactly how much,
but many states know their
wildlife resources bring in
several million dollars each
year through the sportsman's
trade.

by Jerry Allen
feathers

7.sICSS•4:;;;S:;SS.siSA•4,.:.!;sg;:.Sg.c.3.2.:;i:W.•'''ignigft~kiXOnsfenss:.:40ssx.:•:•.-.

Sportsman's Notebook

Is wildlife valuable? I'd say
Pat Scott has been at those pond hags
.again. The jelly worm
Yes, one of the chief values of so! Wildlife are often indicators
wildlife is "for fun." Does that of problems in our environment. took the bass on the stringer.
makes animal, bird and fish life Discovery of a large number of
less valuable? I think not. What dead fish is almost always the
a dreary world this would be if first sign of water pollution.
we had nothing for pleasure and Clean water is vital to every
beauty. Try, mentally, to living being, wild or human.
subtract all the beauty around
Why conservation? Sure
you, the trees, river, the there has always been wildlife.
flowers. Can you put a dollar Once,however,there was more.
value on their beauty, and the Man's use of his world has
pleasure they add to your life? threatened many species, and
Fun? Of course. We do many completely terminated some.
things for fun. We watch foot- True enough, there are some
ball games, go visiting friends, species more abundant' now
take trips, go to the movies. than ever before, and
They cost something, but we others which have
consider them worth it. And dramatically in numbers in
they are. Relaxation helps us to recent years.
It is necessary to realize,
Bill Price holds up his supper for the camera. All the bass were rest, and therefore to be haptaken in shallon natter on red Strike King worms.
pier, and to work harder when however, that those species on
the increase are those who have
we return to our daily tasks.
benefitted most from the
To say, however, that this is conservation efforts of the
the only value of wildlife is a public and of the fish and game
great mistake. True, we no common.
longer depend on wildlife to
Is wildwife necessary? Is
provide food, cothing and umservation necessary? If non
bait,
rod
stuck
Finally,
I
just
Most all good fishing trips
everything into the water. shelter. Yet there are many then what is necessary, what is
begin with the golden rays of the and
can believe I netted that persons in our society today valuable?
early morning sun peeking over But you
Bill, who by now had a
fish
for
the Eastern horrizon to put a
from ear to ear. "I
silver glow on the glassy, cool big grin
can't believe that hog was in 2
morning waters. Lures sail out,
water." Bill says with
line flows through rod guides feet of
•
and a strike is had. Sounds surprise.
"Yes, I know what ya mean."
great, huh? That's the usual trip
Dale Hollow—White bass fair
Kentucky—White bass good
reply. "Just about the
we fishermen picture in our was my
trolling and fishing the jumps jump fishing. Black bass fair at
bass
I've
got
the
time
I
think
tnind.s. But not so with my last
figured, they turn around and with spinners. Black bass fair night around rocky points on
trip with my old pal Bill Price.
do something like getting in 2 on artificial nightcrawlers over deep runners. Clear, 84, at pool
In fact, it was 12:30 p.m. with
and falling.
feet of water when the water dronewhite caps on Lake Barkley as
Barkley—Bluegill good off
temperature
is
84."
we eased out around the island
Herrington—Black bass good
After our chat and a few flips shallow banks. Black bass fair
just outside Barkley Lodge in
over dropoffs on artificial around rocky points in deep.,
we'd
worm
we
decided
of
the
Little River. The gusty wind
coves like this one nightcrawlers. Below dam runners and soft crawfish.,
Ricky Lowe proudly displays 10 bass taken our of Irvin Cobb
ras going to present a chore look for more
white bass and catfish fair. Bluegilood drift fishing aloji Dock this week.The scrappe were taken no a Mama Jelly worm an
activity.
minnow
some
'th
gad we both knew it.
At 2:00 p.m. we eased into a Main lake murky, tributaries, deep bs.Clear, 84, four f
6 to 10 feet of water.
• "Swish" a puff of wind took
above alStil and falling.
small
cove with stickups and a clear, stable and 84.
our navigation map over the
fallen tree lap. "Gosh" we said.
side. In only a few minutes we'd
"Look at all the shad minnows
retrieved the map and settled in
be some bass
for what we thought would end There has to
we thought.
up being one of those fishless here,"
And we were never more
trips we bassrnen like to call a
right.
Bill cast his red Strike
"scouting trip:'
right of the
After fishing the island with a King worm to the
Strike King spinnerbait and a first stump. "Wham!" a pound
worm we decided to move to a and a half bass was on. This
had five in
i nearby drop-off in the channel. continued until we
Moving to the drop off was the boat and I was still throwing
Our New Gun Department
again a chore as the south wind another bait. "Try one of these
blew the choppy waters to a worms he says and sends one
Is Now Open!
froth. We casted and rested and my way." On the second cast a
casted our worms but if we got a battling two pounder came in
_Ail Makes of Guns
strike there, I sure couldn't tell the boat. We continued to work
taken
we'd
these
stumps
until
for the wind. Disgusted at
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
8 A.M.42,-PAL
boaters that practically sank around 20 bass.
wind
blew
came.
The
Here
it
, Bill's boat we decided to move
and the rain began to fall. By
' to a sheltered cove nearby.
and both of
Stumps were all around us as tben it was COO p.m.
HUNTERS-FISHERMEN:
back
in
Murray by
had
to
be
us
we moved in over an old road
to
was
6:00
p.m.
so
our
plan
Get to Where the Action is!
bed. Five feet on top and 15 feet
dock until the
off the side. "Good for bass," ease closer to the
we
were our thoughts. But not a storm passed. It did, and
INA%
•sarsiiiirr strike. So we eased to the rear of returned to our honey spot once
Sales
\Jr
of the
most
again
only
to
find
the cove hoping to find a
Service-Ports
shad minnows had left.
straggler, at least this was out
However, we did manage to
of the wind.
Craft
Dura
§Quachita §Alumicraft
catch five more small bass from
Sticking up like the sorest of
§Sturdy
ouo-Craft
making a total of
thumbs was a stump marker those stumps,
25 bass, Being the sportsman
and close by was another.
Complete Boating Supplies
Bill is, he only wanted a few fish
Swish-swish, we threw the
American Motors Dealer
had
been
the
others
to
eat,
so
Strike King worm. Then is when
However,
to
grow
up.
thrown
in
94E.
806
Hwy.
Coldwater
Road
Murray,
Ky.
753-6448
753-3734
I saw the relaxed look change to
smaller ones that
excitement on Bill's face. several of.the
had swallowed the hook were
kept rather than be wasted.
He'd set the hook on a four
So once again we followed the
.....rnmourto MAUER 41111
manym
'
CHRYSLER
cooteoaAnoe
pound hog and was wrestling wave-beaten waters to the dock,
the
"Get
boat.
him toward the
where we loaded our boat,
net!" Bill yells. But I was busy snapped a picture and agreed
Stock Firearms
• getting the net untangled from
we'd do it again the first chance
•Reloading Equipment
- Bill's other rod.
we got.

Barkley Fishing

Fishing Report

WARD - ELKINS

Open 7 Days A Week

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine

1

Fishermen all over the area October 31, with the secona half
are hanging up their rods for the of the split season beginning the
summer. However, there are a third Thursday of November
few dyed-in-the-wool en- (November 15) and running
thusiasts that are fishing deep through December 31, The
for bass and bream, and cat- season for quail, rabbits and
ching the stripes up sometimes. furbearers (striped skunk.
beaver,
Stripes are being taken in the mink, muskrat,
coves late and early. The jumps opossum, red fox, raccoon and
are scattered and are only up a weasel) will run from
few minutes so you have to work November 15 through January
them fast. Bream are deep.. 31. There will be no season for
Crickets seem to produce the the spotted skunk, since it is
best catches. Sauger are being now classified as an endangered
taken in the deep points trolling species in Kentucky and may
and a few big bass are being not be taken or possessed. The
taken this way. Catfish are bobcat is also protected yearbeing taken next to deep bluffs round and may not be possessed
and off ledges. Water tern- or taken in any manner.
perature is in the 80's and the
The season for grouse will
lakes stand near 35.7.
Several local fishermen that also open November 15 and will
are taking fish are: Larry remain open through February'
Lamely, George Wright and 26 Because of recent stocking
Mike Wright are catching programs, there will be no open
catfish on their sport lines in season for grouse in Christian,
Lake Barkley while Larry Caldwell, Hopkins, Butler.
Contri is taking his share on Hardin, Bullitt, Meade (inleeches. Larry Callehan is cluding Fort Knox), Taylor,
pulling in a few bass from Lake and Adair Counties.
Energy on a red jelly worm off
The daily limits are:
stumps. Pat Scott has been at squirrels, six; quail, 10; rabthose pond bass gain and is bits, six, and grouse, four The
really putting the big bass on possession limits in each case
the stringer. His favorite bass are double the daily limits and
catcher is the ole reliable jelly apply after two or more days of
worm. Jackie Cooper has been hunting to transporting only.
taking some nice keeper bass on but do not permit an excess of
Kentucky Lake. Bill Price the daily bag limit to be
keeps pulling in bass on Stirke possessed in the field.
King worms. He caught 15 just
the other after noon. Lloyd Boyd
Shooting hours for all upland
is still taking a few bass on his game species except racoon and
reliable fly rod. Don Jones and opossum will be from daylight
Robert Lowe, Jr. took 10 nice to dark. All of the above species
bass off deep water ledges on may be taken with the aid of
Lake Barkley recently. The hand or mouth operated calls,
worm took the scene again.
but electronic calling devices
The Murray Bass Club are prohibited. Squirrels May
members are all sharpening up be taken with any muzzletheir hooks and finding new loading weapon but breechfishing spots. They're getting loading rifles of .240 caliber or
ready for the August llth larger and shotguns with slugs
tournament on Lake Barkley or buckshot are prohibited.
and every one of them plans on
Small game permits for the
winning a trophy. They're a
1973-74 hunting season in Land
hard bunch to beat.
All the local docks report slow Between the Lakes will be
fishing but a few people are still available beginning Monday,
catching fish and reporting. July 23, at information points
Clarence Leebring took -a Vs lb. throughout the area. In addition
permits for the fall bow season
bass on a Dalton Twist.
Jim Harrold took 87 strikes, for deer will also be available. A
Steve Ernstberger took 25 state hunting license and a Ulna
stripes and Ken Russell took 10 Betweeen The Lakes hunting
bass. Fishing for bass is slow, permit are required to hunt all
slow, slow. Stripes and catfish game in the area. The permit
can be ()banned free of charge
good. That's it fellers.
The 1973-74 seasons for upland by presenting your hunting
game birds and animals have license at the information office
been set by the Department of in Golden Pond, the north and
Fish and Wildlife Resources. south information points on The
The squirrel season will open Trace and Center Station in the
Education
the third Saturday in August Environmental
(August 181 and run through Center.

Drop by and look over our selection
of Fishing Tackle and Supplies
We carry the Wilson line
of Sporting Equipment for All Sports
If yotiire.si hunter, ask about our

Cain IL Treas
Motor Sales

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•ilew

-If you don't own a corn- order, as you go along.
' mercially made box for storing Reassembling, then, is made
plastic worms,these great lures easy since you just pick up the
can he kept from melting by parts in reverse order.
c, stowing them in a jar of water.
5. Melted catfish fat is an
Cleanerless car wax can be excellent preservative in which
. rubbed on the contact lip of your to soak your trotlines.
spinning reel spool for
6. Cigarette filters make
serviceable hook holders. You
smoother, longer casts.
3. Pine or spruce pitch heated can stick small hooks along the
• with a match or lighter can be sides and large hooks in the
used as emergeney cement for ends.
rod guides or metal ferrules.
7. Torn plastic worms can be
.
Don't •orget to get the real stuff, easily repaired by holding the
though, when you return home. ripped sections together over
, 4. Use an . empty egg carton the fire of a Cigarette lighter to
7 - yvhert dliirilantlIng reel - for'
1 -fuse- them: Give the
to cool so that the joint
cleaning. Place each party type
in a, separate compartment, in will be fast and strong.

I

Check Big K

Remington-Browning
Winchester

Shells -4

"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MUOR BUSINESS"
all Any Time

753-1933

Hiker
Your Prs.rrlptlojjefjfl

A Aceursle174,1114.

Located W Railroad Avenue

TABERS
BODY SHOP, Inc.
24 Hr. Wrecker Service

Remington -Federal
Hunting it Fishing
Winchester
Licenses
IF•f*
__Fishing
Archery
gpviping *_
Equipment
Equipment
EquipMeTtir 130i

CHEMICAL
INC.

HUTSON

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
Ti ANSPORTATION CENTER'
reONI 711-117:

Phone 753-2571

Guns

Fenton 8 Hodge
205 So. 5th
753-4469
George Hodge, owner

4th a POPLAR

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

selection of guns

TAYLOR
MOTORS

•Fishing Equipment
• -*Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

Chestnut

Central Shopping Center
Murrar-kr

*t

One of the Largest
Selections of Sporting Goods in West Ky.
for the Hunter or Fisherman
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR 'FISHING CONTEST!
•_No Entry Fee! •Prizes Galore!
Open
I.

4.

Little League Tou

Murra
To Ad
By MIKE BRANDO
Ledger & Times Sports
Brad Taylor allowed o
hop sirigle and fanned 1
last night at the Bento
Park as the Murray
League All-Stars sl
Mayfield Eastern 18-1.
With the victory, M
moves into the champis
game tonight at 7 p.m. a
play the winner of the
game last night which
ched Marshall County
Mayfield Western,
The winner of the tour
will move on to play one
at Henderson with the W
that game moving on to B.
Green.
The only hit off Taylor
in the fourth inning when
Dunaway hit a gri
second baseman Hal He ,
and the ball took a bad .
went into the outfield.
That hit moved Greg •
who had opened the i
drawing a walk, to third
Taylor retired the ne

Duane T
By TOM SEPPY
Associated Press Sports
CARLISLE, Pa. 1AP)
ning back Duane
has been involved
troversies with three
his three years in the
Football League, says
report to his fourth c
Washington Redskins,
afternoon after el- :
some personal prob •
Texas.
Redskins coach Geer:
says Thomas can take
time he needs or wants.
The Redskins tra. •
first draft choice in 1'
the second selection in
San Diego for Thomas,
ten has been descri.
problem player when
with Dallas, New Eng :
the Chargers.
He was involved in .
mostly over contract
and suspended from •
teams.
Earlier Friday, All
newsmen he did not
Thomas as a press
against Larry Brown,
most valuable player
been absent from c! .
began six days ago.
Brown refuses to r
the Dickinson College
site until the'-.•
his future security,
negotiation of a multitract to begin in 1974
current pact ends.
Allen said he wan •

FISHERMEN

Jeep Puts
-You There!

Johnson

Al's Tips

'N
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9-9 Mon.-Sot
:, 1-6 Sunday

National Leog

Pressur
Quest
By FRANK BR i
Associated Press Spa
The pressure on He
as the Atlanta great
his challenge of Ba
home run record is -.
Philadelphia's Bill
leaped high over A
dium's seven-foot hig
rob Dusty Baker of
ing home run and pr
Phillies' 6-4 victory
Braves Friday night,
from his joy about
something else made
haPPY. _
"Gosh, 511*-- fans .
killed me if Henry
hit that ball," Robi •
Aaron hit one th:
could catch, a driv:
left-field seats for
home run of the sea
699th of his career.
In other Nations
games, the Pittsbur
swept the San Diego
in 10 innings and 7-0
ight doubleheader,
cisco defeated Chica •
cinnati blanked Mo
Houston defeated the
Mets 6-2, and the i
Dodgers_ edged the
'Cardinals 441n 15 i
PirlderSet,- "
Rennie Stesuiett hi ,
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American League Roundup

Little League Tourney

Murray Drops Mayfield
To Advance To Finals
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Brad Taylor allowed one badhop single and fanned 11 men
last night at the Benton City
Park as the Murray Little
League All-Stars slugged
Mayfield Eastern 18-1.
With the victory, Murray
moves into the championship
game tonight at 7 p.m. and will
play the winner of the second
game last night which matched Marshall County and
Mayfield Western.
The winner of the tournament
will move on to play one game
at Henderson with the winner of
that game moving on to Bowling
Green.
The only hit off Taylor came
in the fourth inning when David
Dunaway hit a grounder to
second baseman Hal Hendricks
and the ball took a bad hop and
went into the outfield.
That hit moved Greg Puckett,
who had opened the inning by
drawing a walk, to third base.
Taylor retired the next two

batters on infield groundouts.
A walk to Daryl Paschall
filled the bases for Mayfield to
set the stage for the only
Mayfield run of the game.
A Taylor _pitch went through
a hole in the backstop and the
runner on third base was
allowed to come in to home,
according to the ground rules,
which were somewhat different
than they were Monday night
when Murray whipped Hardin
20-4.
Taylor, who walked only four
men, struck out the side in the
second, third and sixth innings.
Taylor got all the help he
needed in the first inning when
Murray exploded for eight runs.
Taylor had two hits in the
inning while Bill Wilson had a
hit and David Mathis belted a
two run single.
In the fourth inning, Bill
Wilson led off by slamming the
second pitch of the frame over
the centerfield fence for a solo
homer.
On the next pitch, Terry

Gibson got in the act as he
drilled a shot over the fence.
Murray added two more runs
in the fourth to hold a 14-0 lead
before Mayfield's lone run
came across in the bottom of the
Thomas Kendall, who played
an outstanding game, paced
Murray with three hits.
Mathis, Taylor, Wilson,
Gibson and Scott Barrow all had
a pair of hits while Dean Cherry
and Alan Gibbs also hit safely.
Murray
AB
Mathis-lb
McC'uiston-If
Taylor-p
Wilson-rf
Gibson-3b
Cherry-c
Barrow-cf
Kendall-es
Hendricks-2b
Garland-if
Gibbs-2b
Totals
Murray
Mayfield

R H
5 3 2
2 1 0
3 2 2
5 2 2
5 2 2
4 3 1
3• 3 2
5 1 3
3 1 0
1 0 0
1 0 1
37 18 15
811 413 18-15-1
000 100 1-1-8

Wood Starts Both Games Of
Doubleheader With Yankees;
Sharon Miller Takes Lead
es For Night
Loss
Two
rds
Reco
Open

In U.S.G.A. Women's

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
PGA tour, and two more amaChuck Tanner didn't want
By KAROL STONGER
leader Wilbur Wood to pitch with only
Associated Press Sports Writer teurs, first-round
Bas- one
between
rest
day's
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) — Cynthia Hill and Jane
were another starts...so he gave him 3Li
Sharcn Miller, an eight-year tanchury Booth
hours instead.
veteran, considered quitting the stroke back at 147.
Miss Miller, who was tied for
The manager of the Chicago
pro golf tour earlier this year.
round, White Sox donned his thinking
"I came really close to giving eighth after the first
burned up the front nine with a cap when the New York Yanit up. I was tired mentally and
33 and parred kees kayoed his knucirdeballing
three-under-par
roundphysically," said the
into the ace in an eight-run first inning
faced 32-year-old native of Mar- the back nine to charge
the only assault that highlighted a 20shall, Mich. "But I went home lead and emerge as
to better par. hit, 12-2 romp in the opener of
and relaxed and got my sense one of 139 golfers
Friday's twi-night doubleof humor back."
ROCHESTER, N.Y. I AP) — header.
Miss Miller also got her Top
second-round leaders FriUndaunted, Tanner started
game back. She put a three-unthe U.S. Women's Open Wood in the nightcap—and Roy
in
day
der-par 69 with a first round 73
Golf Championship:
White's grand-slam home run
for a 142 and a four stroke lead
73-69--142 chased Wood in the fifth inning
Sharon Miller
the
of
point
halfway
at Friday's
76-70-146 as the Yanks completed a 7-0
Shelley Hamlin
U.S. Golf Association's Wom- Kathy Martin
73-71-146 sweep behind Sam McDowell's
•
•
en's Open.
Mrs. Stephen Sander 74-72-146 two-hitter in a game halted by
gocompetitors
Her nearest
73-74-147' - rain in the bottom of sixth.
Jane Booth
ing into today's third round on
68-79--147
a-Cynthia Hill
— The double defeat lowered
the 6,120-yard par-72 Country
74-73-447 Wood's once-glamorous record
Mary Mills
are
course
Rochester
Club of
a-Beth Barry
74-74---148 :to 18-14.
amateur Ann Sander of Seattle
72-76-148
Pam Higgins
Elsewhere in the American
and pros Kathy Martin and
76-72-148 League, California whipped
Sandra Palmer
146.
at
all
Hamlin,
Shelley
a-Mrs. J. Douglas Streit Baltimore 8-3, Boston blanked
Mary Mills, a two-time win72-76-148 Minnesota 5-0, Kansas City
ner this year on the Lady's
a—denotes amateur)
trimmed Milwaukee 6-1 and

Texas held off Detroit 8-6.
Angels 8, Orioles 3
John Stephenson's two-run
single and a two-run double by
Alan Gallagher highlighted a
six-run third inning that powered the Angels and Bill Singer
past the Orioles.
In posting his 15th triumph
and beating Baltimore for the
third time this season, Singer
dropped the Orioles 24 games
behind the Yankees in the AL's
East Division.
Red Sox 5, Twins 0
Home runs by Tommy Harper in the first inning and Carlton Fisk in the second off Bert
Blyleven backed the five-hit
pitching of John Curtis and led
the Red Sox over the Twins.
Harper later added a pair of
run-scoring singles and Fisk
had one.
A's 6, Indians 5
Ray Fosse singled home Joe
Ruth with the tie-breaking run
in the sixth inning and then
scored what proved to be the
winning run on a double by
Bert Campaneris as the A's
nipped the Indians. The victory

was Catfish Hunter's 10th in a
row and gave him a 15-3 mark.
The loss went to Gaylord Perry, 8-14, who allowed 13 hits, including a 450-foot homer by
Reggie Jackson. John Lowenstein and Walt Williams hornered for Cleveland.
Royals 6, Brewers 1
Hal McRae's two-run single
featured a three-run second inning and Steve Hovley singled
home two more in the eighth as
the Royals beat the Brewers.
John Mayberry started the
second with a double against
Chris Short and went to third
on Rick Reichardt's single.
After Lou Piniella walked to
load the bases, McRae singled
for two runs. Piniella came
home on Fred Patek's forceout.
Rangers 8, Tigers 6
The Rangers lashed six consecutive hits in a six-run first
inning, including a two-run
double by Jim Mason and a
two-run single by Ken Suarez,
and then held off a late rally to
defeat the Tigers. It was the
biggest inning against the Tigers this season.

Duane Thomas Says He'll ReportToRedskins
ningham was still in summer
depth at the running back posi- falo th4lsFriday.
camp with the National Guard
tion.
A
Bubba
slimmed-down
Running back Simpson had and Costa's status was listed as
Smith reported to the Oakland been given an extra day's uncertain as the deadline
Raiders' training camp Friday grace to finish taping an epi- passed for players to report to
after being traded by the Balti- sode of "The Lucy Show", Cun- the camp.
more Colts. The Colts got tight
end Raymond Chester in exchange for Smith.
Smith, slimmed down to 254,
from his normal weight of 280
said the knee Injury which kept
him out nearly all last season,
should not bother him this
Redskins coach George Allen year.
es-an Bob Goalby and John
By BOB GREEN
says Thomas can take all the
The Miami Dolphins said
Associated Press Golf Writer.
Schroeder threatening just one
time he needs or wants.
three starting players would
ST. LOUIS (API — When strike behind at 133.
The Redskins traded their miss today's intrasquad scrim- Gene Littler bogeyed the Ilth
Trevino,the defending chamfirst draft choice in 1975 and mage because of injuries and it hole to go two over par for the pion in this tournament that ofready
be
would
they
hoped
was
to
the second selection in 1976
day, his reaction to adversity fers $42,000 to the winner,
San Diego for Thomas, who of- in time for the Dolphins' con- was typical of the plucky little charged into position with a
ten has been described as a test with the college all-stars man.
sparkling, six-under-par 64 that
problem player when he was July 27.
do in that SIM- Included two bogeys, while
can
you
"All
Caulks
Larry
Running back
with Dallas, New England and
ation is grit your teeth and Goalby had a 68 and Schroeder
is suffering from a torn thigh
the Chargers.
67.
keep going," Littler said.
BuoniNick
linebacker
muscle,
He was involved in disputes,
Littler, a wiry, 42-yearAnd
Littler, who scored the last of
pin
steel
a
damaged
conti has
mostly over contract terms,
old veteran who's on the come- his 24 tour triumphs in the 1971
ManJim
end
and
wrist
his
in
and suspended from all three
back from cancer, kept going Colonial National Invitation, undich has a sore ankle.
teams.
— for five birdies in a row— derwent cancer surgery last
at
suited
McKay
Bob
Tackle
the best on the pro year. He has picked up $37,000
matching
training
Earlier Friday, Allen told the Cleveland Browns
year—and subpar in winnings on his comeback
this
tour
golf
newsmen he did not acquire camp for the first time since he
figures on six of his last seven this season with a tie for fourth
The
ago.
weeks
two
wedge
reported
Thomas as a pressure
holes
his high finish.
against Larry Brown, the 1972 four-year veteran ir, suffering
It was good for a 66 and gave
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Top secmost valuable player who has from a pulled achilles tendon.
soft-spoken Littler a 132 toVeteran center-guard Jim the
ond-round
scores Friday in the
been absent from camp since it
6,the
on
eight under par
Copleland also did not suit up tal,
Louis Children's
St.
$210,000
began six days ago.
Norwood Hills Country
because of a pulled hamstring 544-yard
Hospital Golf Classic on the 6,oke
one-str
a
and
course,
Brown refuses to report to
Club
and neither Copleland nor
544-yard par-70 Norw000d Hills
the Dickinson College training McKay will play in today's lead going into today's third
Country Club course:
round in the $210,000 St. Louis
site until the Redskins discuss scrimmage.
66-66--132
Gene Littler
Clasthe
Golf
namely
Hospital
security,
Children's
future
his
65-68-133
O.J. Simpson, Dick CunningBob
Goalby
cannegotiation of a multi-year
and Paul Costa remained sic.
69-84-133
ham
Trevino
Lee
His lead was far from secure,
tract to begin in 1974 after the the only veterans left to report
66-67-133
vet- John Scroeder
Trevino,
Lee
with
however,
current pact ends.
6747-134
to the training camp of the BufJim
Ferriell
add
to
wanted
Allen said he
65-69-134
Rik Massengale
69-66-135
Don Ries
67-69-136
Gay Brewer
Roundup
League
National
67-69-136
Jerry Heard
69-69-136
Mike Wynn
68-68-136
Larry Hinson
67-69--136
Dan Sikes
73-63-136
Torn Shaw
68-68-136
Mac McLendon
69-67-136
Cliff Locker

By TOM SEPPY
Associated Press Sports Writer
CARLISLE, Pa. I AP) — Running back Duane Thomas who
has been involved in controversies with three teams in
his three years in the National
Football League, says he will
report to his fourth club, the
Washington Redskins, Monday
afternoon after clearing up
some personal problems in
Texas.

Littler Holds Lead
In St. Louis Open

9
31
miles per gallon
coastto-coast

Pressure On Henry Aaron hr
Quest For Record Is Spreading
By FRANK BROWN
Associated Press Sports Writer
The pressure on Henry Aaron
as the Atlanta great continues
his challenge of Babe Ruth's
home run record is spreading.
Philadelphia's Bill Robinson
leaped high over Atlanta Stadium's seven-foot high fence to
rob Dusty Baker of a game-tying home run and preserve the
Mlles' 6-4 victory over the
Braves Friday night, but aside
from his joy about the catch,
something else made Robinson
happy.
"Gosh, the fans might have
killed me if Henry Aaron had
hit that ball," Robinson said.
Aaron hit one that no one
could catch, a drive into the
left-field seats for his 26th
home run of the season and the
699th of his career.
In other National League
games, the Pittsburgh Pirates
swept the San Diego Padres 5-4
in 10 innings and 7-0 in a twinight doubleheader, San Francisco defeated Chicago 5-4, Cincinnati blanked Montreal, 4-0,
Houston defeated the New York
Mets 6-2, and the Los Angeles
Dodgers edged the Se Louis
CardinaLs 4-31n 15 innings.
Padres 44Pirates
Rennie Stennett hit two home

_

runs and five singles in 10 trips
to the plate in leading the Pirates to their sweep. His 10thinning homer decided the first
game, handing Mike Caldwell
the loss, and his seventh homer
of the season in the second
game backed the six-hit pitching of Jim Rooker.
Giants 5, Cubs 4
Bobby Bonds doubled twice
and scored each time on singles
by Garry Maddox to help the
Giants make JuartMarichal the
winningest active pitcher in
baseball. Marichal's eighth victory in 13 decisions was the
235th of his major league career, one more than Bob Gibson of the St. Louis Cardinals.
Astriis 6, Meta 2
Doug Rader hit two home
runs and Cesar Cedenb hit one
to power the Astros over the
Mets and John Matlack. Matlack, 7-12, had tossed a one-hitter at the Astros just 10 days
ago, but Rader's three-run shot
in the sixth inning gave the As'roe all the runs they needed.

We say our new Datsun 1200 delivers
around 30 miles per gallon. But recently
we drove a new Datsun-420(ifrom L.A. to
New York,and without special equipment
or special tuning, we averaged an incredible 37.9 miles &i_gallon. Trust $29.85 for
gas, coast-to-coast.) The average car in
2 miles per gallon
/
America gets around 131
...it would cost nearly three times as much
for the same trip! We think buying gasoline is one of the dullest things you can do:
with your Money.Save real countable dollars with a new Datsun 1200!
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.

Harvard Coach Named

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.(AP ) —
a runner to third base in the Harvard diving coach John S.
third and to second in the fifth Walker has been named to a
and seventh, but that was as similar post with the U.S.
close as they could come to swimming team for the World
scoring.
University Games Aug 15-25 in
Moscow. Walker coached at
Minnesota before joining the
Dodgers 4, Cardinals 3
Steve Garvey's shot off re- Harvard staff in 1972
liever Wayne Granger in the
top half of the 15th inning car- Record Holders Included
ried the Dodgers to their eighth
KINGSTON,Jamaica( AP ) —
victory in 10 decisions with the World track record holders Don
Cardinals this season. Los An- Quarrie and Marilyn Neufville
geles had pulled into the lead as well as Byron Dice and Aubehind a three-run first that in- drey Reid have been included
cluded Joe Ferguson's 14th in the Jamaica Amateur Athlethome run of the season, but St. ic Association's team that will
Louis got back one run in the participate in the Central
first and tied it in the fifth American and Caribbean athwhen Bernie Carbo homered letic championships.
after Ken Reitz had reached
Twenty-two athletes will
base on Ron Cey's error
make the trip to compete in the
championships in Venezuela
In American League action, July 26-29.

the New York Yankees defeated Wilbur Wood and the
Chicago White Sox 12-2 and 7-0
in a twi-night doubleheader
shortened by rain, the Boston
Red Sox blanked the Minnesota
Twins 5-0 on a five-hitter by
John Curtis, California whipped
Reds 4, Expos 0
Baltimore 11-3,• Kansas City
'Fred Norman teamed with
topped Milwaukee 6-1, Texas
Pedro Borbon to hold the Expos
held off Detroit 8-6, and OakLive hits in the rein-delayed
land
edged -CleVetahd 6-5:
game. Montreal was able to get
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Agreement Finalized
NEW YORK I API — The
New York Golden Blades of the
World Hockey Association announced they have finalized
working agreements with two
farm teams, the Syracuse Blazers of the North American
Hockey League and the Winston-Salem Twins the Souththtri liodiey-Leadir

-

-
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MURRAY DATSUN Inc.
So. 12th St

Open Evenings Til 8:00

Ph. 753-7114
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Education Finance
To Be Session Topic

Couple Sure Their Son, An
MIA, Still Alive In Hanoi

LOUISVILLE, KY. (ENS)—
on the city of Hanoi.'
By DAVID D. PEARCE
The financing of elementary
'The message said On his
Writer
Press
d
Associate
and secondary education in
was found a picture of
body
—
AP)
(
Ohio
COLUMBUS,
Kentucky will be the subject of
his wife, and a card
and
him
that
heard
discussion August 6, at the Shortly after he
saying in case of any accident
October,
in
hand"
at
is
"peace
opening session of the annual
this coun- please notify Kenneth Paul, 64
leadership conference of the Capt. Craig Paul left
Heteralack St., Columbia City.'
Education try for his second tour of duty
Kentucky
"Our address is 86 MeadowVietnam.
in
at
(KEA)
Association
Lane, Columbus. The only
lark
11
the
of
one
aboard
He was
Morehead State University.
could have gotten my
they
way
Hanoi
The first general session will B52's shot down over
name would be from Craig and
Christmas
intense
the
during
begin at 2 p.m. at Button
President he gave them the wrong adAuditorium with KEA president bombing ordered by
dress.
Mrs. Louise Hite of Middlesboro Nixon.
"They couldn't have gotten
as
listed
was
Paul
Although
presiding. About 300 educators
name any other way bethe
parents
his
action,
in
missing
are expected to attend.
he left his wallet and
cause
is
only
not
Speakers for the session iire convinced that
so dogtags in his room in Guam
but
alive,
still
son
own
their
will
finance
focusing on school
Americans who and they were returned to his
be Allen R. Bryan of Louisville, are many other
wife."
--chairman of the Citizens Ad- are officially MIA's.
Craig's mother, who is state
billboard
a
leased
they
And
founthe
:Awry Council for
or of the Ohio Chapter
coordinat
know.
people
let
to
dation program study, and Dr.
League of FamNational
the
of
by
greeted
are
Ohio motorists
Kern Alexander, Gainesville,
Paul ilies of American Prisoners and
Capt.
of
picture
huge
a
the
of
Director
Fla., Associate
he is Missing in Southeast Asia, said
National Educational Finance and the proclamation that
in- "There are all kinds of stories
billboard
The
Project (NEFP). The NEFP alive in Hanoi.
there like this which we've heard
thzt
motorists
the
forms
financing
for
dations
recommen
s from other families.
the public schools of Kentucky are more than 1,300 American
"There were several plays on
and
were presented to members of missing in Southeast Asia
free words in the false address he
help
to
them
implores
at
Council
Advisory
the Citizens
gave them: Heteralack for
a meeting held in Frankfort on them.
Meadowlark, 68 for 86, Columbealive
is
he
"We believe
July 13. The Council will meet
an bia City for Columbus."
in
seen
was
name
his
cause
final
a
adopt
to
August
early in
And Craig's younger brother
interrogation book in Hanoi by
report.
returned POW who was at Steve put in, "Also, his name
a
session,
general
The second
the Hanoi Hilton," the man's has been heard by two returned
scheduled to begin at 8:45 a.m.
POW's in the internal commumother, Sandra Paul, said.
on August 7, will feature a
do not interrogate a nications system they had—you
"Yon
Frith
John
by
presentation
dead body. We feel certain know, rapping on walls and all
Stewart, a Louisville attorney,
there are many that are alive. that stuff."
of the public employees
We belieyui they . are holding
that
bill
g
collective Liargalntn
for bargaining," she said.
them
will go to the 1974 General
Paul's father, Kenneth
And
Assembly. Stewart and a panel
Paul, said there is another reaon
organizati
employee
of public
still
be son to believe his son is
will
representatives
alive.
available for questions from
"Cuba broadcast a message
conference participants.
23 which said 'attention
Dec.
Seminar sessions will be held
Kenneth Paul: the body of your
both days on negotiations,
son was found in the wreckage
public relations, and legislative
of a B52 that took part in a raid
promotion.

Banana Bake-Off
At Banana Festival

Your Individual Horoscope

When one mentions beauty in
connection with the thoughts
usually turn to the International
Banana Princess Pageant.
Certainly there is much beauty
involved in the Princess
Pageant; however there is also
the beauty of fresh banana
desserts to be found at the
Banana Bake-Off. At this
everpopular event you can find
such unusual delicacies as
Banana Waffled Banana Split
Pie, and Banana Oatmeal
Cookies.
The Banana Bake-Off draws
miles
homemakers from
around the Twin-Cities area
who come bringing thier prized
recipes. All entries must have
one ingredient in comm6n.
That, of course, is the banana.
This requirement plays heavily
on the creative imagination of
Local cooks who are constantly
trying to find new ways to use
bananas as the basis for
beautiful and delicious desserts.
Thursday, August 16 has been
set as the date for this year's
Banana Bake-Off which will be
held in the Fellowship Hall of
the First Baptist Chruch of
Fulton. Entries will be accepted
between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m.
with judging to being at 10:00
a.m. and prizes to be awarded
at 3:00 p.m.
Entry blanks may be obtained
by writing P.O. Box 428, Fulton,
Ky., 42041, and must be
returned by August 8.

Frances Drake
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amply repaid. Late hours bring
some surprising news.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
1011Plw.
By SFC JERRY WORK
There may be some conflict
ARIES
necessity.
and
between desire
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IA Be realistic, as the Sagittarian
machines they operate.
Jumping For ...Joy
Your ambitions can be given usually is, and the answer will
The Army Corps of Engineers
full rein now. Map route for next come. Romance and travel
Judy Jackson should have
projects
week along sound lines. You are favored.
known better. The attractive supervises massive
nation's
in a position to make fine long- CAPRICORN
specialist four had completed 12 involving some of the
flood
bridges,
dams,
Fort
biggest
range plans.
from
successful jumps
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
And a young
TAURUS
Even though a Sunday, you Meyers helicopters. The 13th walls and rivers.
necessary
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
may be able to complete a left her straddled atop a small man who has the
You can demonstrate your transaction which enhances bruch pine tree.
qualifications can find himself
of
ability to be original and security. A friend versed in the
The perky blonde has not let a right in the middle of some
and
imaginative but, at the same law could be of great help.
most exciting
that dampen her the
like
thing
little
time, concentrate on prac- AQUARIUS
ts in the
enthusiasm however. "I had a challenging assignmen
ticability. Sometimes even good (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
whole industry.
they
what
or
on,
malfuncti
total
Ideas may not be immediately
The accent now is on social call 'streamer' but my reserve ,More information on the
feasible.
activity. Welcome the op- canopy brought me down," she Equipment Operator can be
GEMINI
portunity to meet people, make
to obtained from your Army
(May 22 to June 21) 114°- new friends, perhaps make explained. "That can happen
Representative Sergeant Jerry
going
get
to
wait
can't
I
anyone.
Some restraint in order; also contacts invaluable, buainessWork at the Mayfield Shopping
again."
some rechecking of plans. wise.
247-4525
Judy will have to wait, for a Plaza, or you can call
Prospects brightening in PISCES
nt.
appointme
an
for
Meyer
Fort
at
a
doctor
foresight
The
but
while.
several areas,
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
pattern
"must."
Join forces with an individual has put her in a holding
GEO.IAN INCOME
they
until
least
At
ly.
temporari
CANCER
original
who has dynamic,
A
government spokesman
tree.
pine
that
fix
(June 22 to July 23)
can
ideas. An Arien or Leoite could
in Bonn says the gross income
Develop and follow up on fill the bill. You often have great
Just A Trim Ms. Ter
of West German wage earners
those novel ideas that come to ideas but need a bit of a push to
"I've got to admit, when
is estimated to rise by 13.5 per
your bright mind but are often put them over.
customers first see me they do a
this year, and the gross
cent
tossed aside because of your
Polk's
Fort
double take," says
profit of companies is exor
conservatism
Innate
BORN TODAY are one most popular barber. But
YOU
pected to increase by 12 per
hesitancy.
of the most idealistic of all Annette Stephney dosen't mind, cent. — CNS
LEO
takes.
Cancerians; progressive in your she's used to the double
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
methods and usually far ahead And besides, the job is quite a
Do not become too deeply
of the times in your thinking. conversation topic at parties.
involved in the affairs of others
You would probably be unhappy
Annette graduated from a
or you could invite fatigue,
and barber school in Houston, Texas
business
of
world
the
in
for
distress. A good outlook
commercialism for you tend to and has been cutting hair for ten
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
travel plans.
become disillusioned when years. Her husband Perry.. . a
VIRGO
pursuing strictly material
rgeant first class at Polk.
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23) IIPLIL
On the other hand, you thinks it's great. "Annette does
goals.
your
steering
AS with Leo,
find happiness in directing your a nice job and she really like it.
own course will be quite enough
lofty ideals — and ideas — Most of my buddies won't go to
without becoming involved with
toward the creative. Translate anyone else."
another's. Eyes straight ahead!
them into books, musical
LIBRA
And, according to Perry,
The Army Corps of Engineers (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) yarn compositions or images on Annette's job has other ad— Open 12:00 A.M. T111 6 P.M. —
and there is no limit to
has published a series of six
Change, variety and travel canvas
vantages. "It sure keeps her out
attain.
can
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Folders On
Recreation
Available

For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs

Past Print Copy Center

4040

Emmert Chiropractic Center

Now In Their New Office
903 Sycamore Street with New Hours

JOHNSONS

XQT

SPECIAL

Open Sunda Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only!!

LIVING COLOR PORTRAIT

16 Ounce

4124-4?-1

Pe si Coto

4

$1.49
NO HANDLING CHARGE
Limit
1 per subject
2 Per family

BIG K

••

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

Your Individual Horoscope

8X10

Scei

SCOTT DRUG

Corps Announces Flood Damages
Prevented by District Projects

BY-SHARP STUDIO
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FOR THE best in pest control
service and termite control call
Superior Exterminating Company,753-7266.
TFC

HELP WANTED

NIGHT MANAGER

ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
repair and sale. New Concord
Road, phone 753-8114. August9C

If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-19 16
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278
Now on Friday evenings:
ROUNDING THE BEND— 1911 steam locomotive rounds curve out
of Chicago's Northwestern Station, en route to Madison, Wis., on sight,.

/18,Wria.
seeing-promotional trip for railroad buffs. Forerunner to today's diesel locomotives continued to Baraboo, Wis., where it picked up circus train.

I HAVE 'TO SLEEP IN
THE SAME DIRECTION
THAT THE WORLD TURNS

Booklet On
Golf Courses
Is Available
Kentucky has a venerable
golfing tradition. Middlesboro
Country Club is quite possibly
the oldest golf club in the
United States. Some of the
wealthy Englishmen who
founded Middlesborough, Ky.
(as it was then spelled) were
members of the famed St.
Andrews Golf Club in Scotland.
They created the city of Middlesborough and laid out their
golf course in the Yellow Creek
Valley in the Kentucky
mountains in 1888. The
following year they formed a
golf club and began play. Five
of their original fairways are
unchanged to this day.

BLONDIE -YOU SERVED ME
PciLlkJES
FOR BR EAKrAsr

Watch, this award-winning
program at 1.00 p m
Channel'?
Brouoht to you by
noriALD W. BESMEAR. Special Agee
(
711 Wain St
NORTHWESTERN
MUTUAL LIFE •
MILWAUKEE

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street, "every day you delay
lets bugs have their way," Aug4C

is accepting bids for Dry Wall
work. If you are an experienced Dry Wall subcontractor, have your own crew, tools and transportation, apply to
Jim Walter Homes
For full details apply to or call collect....
Gene Garrett
2093 S. &Mine, Paducah
Phone 4434471

WANTED
FRAMING SUB-CONTRACTORS
adequate crew, tools-and tran-

If you have an
sportation.
Jim Walter Homes
has sub-contract work available for you. We have
plenty of work in all areas.
For more information apply to or call collect....
Gene Garrett
2093 S. Belthne, Paducah
Phone 442-5479

HELP WANTED

KENIANA SHO
wooded lots for
$895 with $10 down
month-central we
all weather streets.
Concord drive N
five miles and to
signs to offlee.
FOR S
by
Large 4-bedroo
level home, full
with 2 full be
kitchen-dining r
room, large f
and utility roo
storage, and
space. 2,146 sq.
area.
$32,
Phone 7

—

STOCK BOY
Full or Part Time
FEMALE CLERK
Full or Part Time
Send Resume to: P.O. Box 32-0

$10.00 DOWN
month will buy a
akKortigna Shc't
central water
streets. Phone 4
5320.
255 ACRE farm
fenced and half
pasture with
modern all elec
Sale by owner.
bids. Phone 901-24
p.m. Reserve ri
or all bids.
MUST SELL.
town. Nice 3bath. Beautifu
central heat
Murray's finest
John Randolph
Keith Hays 489-

MAIDS WANTED. Apply in
person to Regal 8 Inn, 517 South
12th Street, next to Jerry's. J26C

MOOG GAM r11211113
1311011 OEM 121131314
EICIMEGIC 00111113171
MOIREED
MOOD
MEM OCIMP
tgrarri MUM 0101ZI
nta
01210 MOGOO MOM
mint3t3 00111C1
MI1000
nmono
DBOOMB °GROW
DOW DEM HMO
MOO MOO [MOM

Dowry

WHY DON'T YOU
CARRY YOUR
DOG IN A BIG
DOGGIE BAG
LIKE THAT?

THIS PHONE
C A 1.1. COI.

WANTED
DRY WALL SUB-CONTRACTOR
Jim Walter Homes

WANTED ONE experienced
cook, one experienced waitress.
Steady work. Above average pay.
Kentucky
Lake
Lodge
Restaurant, Highway 68, Aurora,
Kentucky. Phone 474-2259. J21C

"Golf Courses in Kentucky,"
a complete directory of all the
links in the state, plus a highway map to help you find them,
free by
may be obtained
writing to Travel, Frankfort,
Ky.'40801.

Corded cloth
2 Swiss raver'
3 Earthquake
4 Barracuda
5 Sailor
Icolloo
Preposition
Roc khsh
Incline
Gravestones
10 Rocky Sill
Ii Oh*, no matter
Which
16 Preposition
18 Peels
20 Sure
21 The ones
here
22 Warms
23 Post
25 Trap
26 intim (pence

WANTED SOMEONE to do WANTED ONE experienced
ironing and light housework. clean up man, must be good and
Phone 753-3683 or 753-8301. J23C reliable. Phone 753-3677 between
6:00 and 9:00 p.m. any night. J24C

AUTO BODY Combination Men
with experience needed immediately. We pay 47/
1
2 per cent
of a $9.00 per hour labor rate.
plan,
Profit
sharing
--hospitalization and life inourance. Plenty of work—Our
business is booming and we're
expanding our big body shop. Call
or see Bud Zimmer, manager at
(219) 238-3831, Don Medow
Pontiac Body Shop, 1900 Lincolnway East, South Bend, Indiana 46613.
J27C

There are 183 golf courses in
Kentucky as of June, 1973. Most
of them are open the year
round. There are 123 courses
available for public play, 15 of
them in Kentucky state parks.
Many of those 123 are private
clubs that welcome the visitor
and his greens fee...Middlesboro Country Club is not
one of them. More than 125 golf
tournaments are played in the
Bluegrass State each year.

1 Rodent
4 Mixes
9 Music as written
12 Organ of hearing
Jury list
14 Measure of
weight
15 Like better
Household
IT
Men
19 Witty
remark
20 Body
of water
21 God of
thunder
23 Pronoun
24 Lock of hair
27 Pronoun
28 Nobleman
30 Slave
31 Babylonian
deity _
32 Marine wwills
34 Indefinite edict.
35 Heavenly
body
37 Tardy
38 Bitter vetch
39 Ancient
chariot
41 Exists
Toward
47
Shelter
43 Eruopean finch
45 A state tabbr
46 Escaped
48 Rugged moon..
tale crests
_51 Goal
52 By oneself
54 Period of time
55 Ooff moiond
86 Repsitii

WANTED SOMEONE to do yard LUZIER COSMETICS. 8 to 20
hours. Good income. Phone 1-247work. Phone 753-8301 or 7538528.
J21P
J23C 6727 evenings.

Thr
To qualify, must
background. Bon
sociable, ambitio
future is secure1
sales training pro
Guaranteed inc
being trained in
opportunity for ad
Equal opportunit

28
29
32
33

Teutonic deity
Parcels of land
Trapped
Compass
point
36 Take tor
grantbd
38 Puled up
40 Vision

42
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
53

Beverage
Unemployed
War god
Dine
Falsehood
Conjunction
Be mistaken
Declare
Preposition

PIANO TUNING—Repair
rebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
'WANT TO BUY used furniture, pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
any condition, no appliances. Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753July 23C 8911.
Phone 753-8378.
TFC
WANT TO BUY any amount of
surplus fresh vegetables, such as BUSINESS
BUILDING at 403
tomatoes, pole beans, peas, Chestnut
Street. Phone 753potatoes, etc. Bring them to the 3054.
J27C
/
2 miles out
vegetable market, 11
Concord Highway between 1:00
and 7:00 p.m. or call 753-9773
between 8:00 and 10:00p.m. J21C
THREE.BEDROOM brick near
WANT TO BUY three or four university. Kitchen—den combedroom house in or near city bination, workshop, concrete
limits. Will be in Murray August 5 drive and patio. Owner leaving
through August 17. Write P.O. town in three weeks. Priced extremely reasonably. Phone 753Box 128, Jackson,Ohio
7414.
1TC
45640.
AuustlC
WANT TO BUY good used 26" BY OWNER four bedroom brick
bicycle. Phone 753-3570 after 4:00 home in city. Large living room,
J24NC carpeting throughout, two baths,
large lot. Phone 753-1694. If no
answer call 753-8580 after 4:00
p.m.
J27C
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
kitchen and living area, breakfast bar, fireplace, central heat
and air, boat dock, large patio.
$35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. J27C
THREE BEDROOM brick, two
baths,centtil heat and air, trees,
landscaped. Fenced wird. October
nry. Phone 753_
8416
ITC

MOBILE HOM
bedrooms, set u
lot. Has city w
Phone 753-6110.

BY OWNER.
two baths, brick
old,fully carpe
and family roo
and dishwasher,
air. Large tw
garage, patio.
753-7769 for appo
FREE LIVING
picturesque 3
acres and mak
with the incom
homes and a cl
Randolph Re
Company 7
489-2488.

THREE BED
electric stov
living room sill
1616 Main Str
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7"-1916 Sell it With A Classified

Call

Call

Ad 753-1916

•
•
••••-•

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

SALES POSITION
With a present and a future
Three men-exceptional opportunity
To qualify, must have car, good educational and character
background. Bondable. Must be aggressive, alert, highly
sociable, ambitious and responsible. If you are selected, your
future is secure! You will be given a complete two weeks
sales training program in Nashville. , Tenn. Expenses paid.
Guaranteed income to start at up to $1,000.00 a month while
being trained in the field. Our salesmen are given every
opportunity for advancement to key management positions.
Equal opportunity employer.
THIS PHONE CALL CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE!!!!
('ALL coli.F.cr FOR APPOINTMENT NOW!
ELDON OTTEN
RAMADA INN
PADUCAH, KY.
443-8751
July 23,24., & 25 between 9a.m. and 6 p.m.

OR RENT

Another View

10K SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SUNDAY SUPPER

DUPLEX, TWO bedrooms, three
miles east of Murray on Highway
280. Phone 753-5998 or 753J30C
6231.

and SUNDAY DINNER

FURNISHED OR unfurnished
house. Two bedroom ranch with
attached garage, wall air conditioner, large utility room.
Walking distance to university
and grade school. Phone 753J24P
4661.

--- FEATURING --

ROAST DUCKLING
with Hot Cherry Sauce and Dressing on Orange Slices

NEATLY FURNISHED one or
two bedroom apartment, carpeted and air conditioned. May
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control,
located 100 South 13th Street. J23C

Triangle Inn
753-4953

LARGE TWO bedroom apartTRAILER: 10' x 55
ment, towards lake. $75.00 per
CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears 10' x 40'
H.P. air compressor;
5
small
trailer;
d
furnishe
• T-Tm.ii
Also
per
couldn't
installed
month.
searnlcss gutters,
full of them at prices you
metal lathe with three chuck0
house, $65.00 per month. Phone
believe, starting at $450.00. Full your specifications. Call Larry 10"
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to 753-7671 or 753-8333.
loaded with accessories; one
J23C
type, fold down and motor homes. Lyles at 753-2310 for free and
service "Walt Disney Products"
press, hand operated; one,
ton
10"
TFC
Camper
estimate.
New and used. At Bill's
KENIANA SHORES-Larp accounts. High earnings! Income LARGE BRICK ranch home,
es" drill press with stand; two'
located at Bill's Mobile
Corner,
used air conditioners; several
wooded lots for sale-as little at over $1,000 per month possible! three bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
Road,
ING ON RASING Homes, 3900 Clarks River
' cage electric fans,
squirrel
$895 with $10 down & $10 per Inventory necessary $3,290 to wall to wall carpeting, drapes, "BELIEVE ME, I'M NOT PLANN
for
collect
FRE-e7E! Paducah, Ky. Phone
sizes; also many items.
different
month-central water-lake access- start! Call collect Mr. Martin lex blocks from campus. At- A FAMILY OF CNICK5 DURING A PRICE
J21C
information 443-6150.
and
J24C
J24P
Dill Electric.
all weather streets. From New ( 214) 243-1981.
tractive terms available to
Concord drive North East on 444
six
Sales,
manage
CAMPER
ARROWHEAD
couple who will
SERVICES OFFERED
five miles and follow Minims
GIRL'S BICYCLE, 24". Good
SERVICES OFFERED
AUTOS FOR SALE
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
g condition
rental rooms in rear of building
M. AVERY
25C
July
. Phone 753-8185. J24C
to
signs offtee.
Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
1626 Hamilton. Phone 436also
J24C
We
toppers.
41
,
LUMBER .
pickup camper,
MUSTANG-1965, six cylinder, 5479.
A YARD SALE, 1823 Olive, 9:30,
We Sharpen Scissors, Shears
••••
p ii na
rent campers by the week or r
Tenn.
three speed. Mechanically sound
FOR SALE
a.m. - 5:00 p.m., Saturday and;
489or
247-8187
Call
J23C
weekend.
ENTS,
753-7827.
HED
1
L
I
'
1
1
,
r
a
e
APARTM
Phone
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Former White House Aide
Admits Destroying Papers

New Head of 0E0 Pictures
Himself 'Between Two Ends'
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Salyersville, Ky., native who
has been designated to head the
Office of Economic Opportunity
(0E0) pictured himself in a
Senate confirmation hearing
Friday as caught between the
two ends of Pennsylvania Avenue."
Alvin J. Arnett, named by
President Nixon to head the
embattled antipoverty program, said he favored a,wide
range of 0E0 programs, even
though the Nixon administration has asked that all funding to the agency be cut off.
Arnett faced often hostile
questioning from liberal members of the Senate Labor and
Public Welfare Committee, who
suspect that his appointment
would be one more effort by
the Nixon adrninistration to dismantle 0E0.
Arnett is former executive director of the Appalachian Regional Commission ( ARC ). His
association with former 0E0
director Howard Phillips, and
several statements by Arnett
himself about the program, had
generated considerable antagonism among Democratic liberals like Sens. Edward Kennedy,
D-Mass. and Walter Mondale,
D-Minn.
Since January, the administration and Phillips have attempted to transfer 0E0 programs to other agencies and
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phase the agency out of business. A series of court decisions, several initiated by senators, finally stopped the dis•
mantling temporarily.
Arnett tried to disassociate
himself from Phillips in Friday's hearings, saying he had
no set philiosophy about 0E0
and that he promised to carry
out whatever directives Congress might send him.
"I'm in a blank state," he
said at one point in the 3,-2 hour
hearing.
He gave only general hints of
the direction his policies might
take, saying that 0E0 should
be a "spearpoint" to prode other agencies and a "burr under
the saddle" rather than a
"packhorse."
Sen. Kennedy cited testimony
Arnett gave Thursday.,before a
Senate appropriations subcommittee, in which he said the
Nixon administration wanted no
funds for the antipoverty agency. The statement was in conflict with much of his testimony
Friday.
"How can you come before
us asking for the destruction or
transfer of every 0E0 program
on the books and ask us to confirm you?" Kennedy asked.
Under persistent questioning,
Arnett acknowledged that he
personally had oposed asking
for "zero funding," and felt
"uncomfortable" in offering the
testimony to the subcommittee.
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Grain Dealers Dispute
Testimony of Earl Butz

WASHINGTON ( AP ) - Former White House aide Gordon
Strachan admits destroying
documents about political intelligence, but denies knowing
about the watergate wiretapping in advance or participating in a cover-up.
His testimony, already in
conflict with that of former
campaign deputy Jeb Stuart
Magruder and ousted White
House counsel John W. Dean
III, will face stiff testing by the
Senate Watergate committee
when the televised hearings resume Monday.
Strachan read a 15-pageL
statement at the end of Friday's session but answered no
questions. He attacked Magruder's testimony on several
counts and denied ever telling
Dean that he had destroyed
wiretap logs.
Besides his denials of personal involvement, Strachan offered some new evidence implicating Haldeman in the coverup. He said he told Haldeman
long before the wiretapping
that the Nixon campaign committee was running a $300,000
"sophisticated political intelligence gathering system,"

and that two or three days
after the break-in he showed
Haldeman an old memorandum
dealing with the operation.
"After speaking to him, I destroyed that memo," Strachan
said. He also 'destroyed other
documents including a sample
intelligence report entitled Sedan Chair II, which Strachan
said he later found to be the
code name for an informer inside Sen. Hubert H.- Hurnphrey's, D-Minn., presidential
campaign, and not, as he suspected, related to the Watergate wiretaps.
Committee sources say Strachan is prepared to say, when
questioned, that he destroyed
the documents on Haldeman's
orders.
Dean testified that Strachan
told him soon after the break-in
that Haldeman ordered him to
destroy documents including
some relating to electronic surveillance. Strachan denied telling Dean he got rid of wiretap
logs, and said he had only suspected, incorrectly, that what
he was doing away with were
wiretap papers.
In other Watergate developments Friday:

-The White House said President Nixon has made his decision on whether to give the
committee tapes of personal
conversations, but wouldn't say
whether the decision is yes or
no. It has been reported the decision will be no Nixon planned
to write a reply to the committee during a weekend at
Camp David. Md.
-Nixon was reported to have
decided to discontinue the taping in the White House Oval Office. The Baltimore Sun and the
Chicago Tribune quoted sources
as saying that recording equipment would be removed after
being decativated.
-A House subcommittee investigating misuse of the Central Intelligence Agency promised to seek a citation for contempt of Congress against Watergate conspirator G. Gordon
Liddy after he refused to answer questions. or even take
the oath.
In the Senate hearinO, Strachan's most heated denials
were aimed at Magruder, who
had been his boss when Magruder worked at the White
House
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